
As the travel specialist with  
a pedigree stretching back more 
than a century, Michelin now 
publishes a new collection for  
the 18-35 age range. 

Michelin helps you to discover 7 flagship 
destinations in the space of a weekend, 

for chilling, having fun, shopping, eating out 

or just having a drink. In pocket format, 
just slip it in your jeans or jacket pocket, and 

its simple and intuitive “tweet” content is 

suited to the length of your stay.
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Michelin has always known how to adapt to the needs of travellers,  
since publishing the first Green Guide Brittany in 1926, and the first 
Michelin map in 1905.

Over the space of century, travel habits have changed profoundly. Travelling these days is a 
whole new ball game. If the Green Guide and the Weekend Green Guide are vital tools for 
discovering a destination, this new collection is perfectly suited to a target audience of busy 
young travellers wanting to see at-a-glance what their city break has to offer. 

A NEW TREND 
THE MINI-BREAK

Discover at-a-glance what the city has in store!

> Paris

> Marseille

> London

> Barcelona

> Rom   

> New-York

> Venice

FLAGSHIP  
DESTINATIONS7

> All year round
> 2-3 days

> Last minute

> Online booking

W
ho?

> 18-35s

> Couples 

> Friends
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What to do? 
> Relax

> Have fun

> Go shopping

> Eat out

> Go clubbing

> Be guided

> Find your way

> Have a drink

> Visit places

MICHELIN COMBINES THE BEST  
OF ITS KNOW-HOW
This new collection is born of a simple idea: 
combining two MICHELIN specialities - maps and tourist content.

This concentration of Michelin know-how is at the heart of this new collection. This makes it easy  
for tourists to find their way around. The addresses and points of interest are all taken from the Green 
Guide, with its star system notation as a reliable quality guide. Its smartphone-scale pocket format 
makes it very practical, and it’s folded for easy consultation. On the left are the places to visit  
and where to eat, and on the right - spanning two pages - is the simplified Michelin map on which 
the points of interest are clearly identified by symbols representing the addresses of cafes, restaurants, 
shops, cultural sites, and so on.

Out on 
April 20,

2015

€6,90

 
This short-stay  
tourist guide  
is divided into  

districts.

The map  
is at the heart

of this  
new collection.  

To identify at-a-glance a site  
not to be missed or a remarkable  

curiosity, Michelin has always chosen  
to classify sights to see by degree  

of interest, using a star system.

Of interest Worth a detour Worth the trip     
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